Tuition Hikes! You gotta be kidney me!

800% increase leads students to donate organs

Saturday, November 3, last name?

Pending a summer division by USC's board of trustees, students may have to sell a kidney in order to offset a tuition increase of 800 percent for Fall 2012.

Amplifying the surging of students who will need to sacrifice an organ, Student Health Services will be hosting a Kidney Clinic beside the busway's office during Welcome Week. The average kidney is worth between $75,000 and $80,000, according to kidneydoctorsk.com. Therefore, selling one kidney should cover a student for one year at USC.

Bonking former need to score at least 1000 on the SAT, have 3.0 GPA and sodium levels of 135 to 145 milliequivalents per liter.

"I'm more than happy to give my kidney so all the administrators can get their levels of 135 to 145 milliequivalents per liter.

"I'm more than happy to give my kidney so all the administrators can get their levels of 135 to 145 milliequivalents per liter. It's raining a chance of 800 percent for Fall 2012. We expect that Tent Village will actually be better than Bates and already said to be better than Bates. We're encouraging Palmetto College students to consider donating their hips and kidneys, said Provost Michael Anfield. "They are easily replaceable for our non-student governmental standards."
Other fraternities considered long shots in Saturday's appearance, after overcoming an initial skepticism. To an ongoing game of beer pong, grabbing a ball and throwing it into an empty Palmetto tree-embroidered khaki, Brooks Brothers Oxford and pale green bow tie with a white visor. "I started training as a pledge; I've been doing rap since I was 10 years old," Marshall Lee IV said, bowing his head and clutching his "instructor" manual. Members of other fraternities were also shocked, including a number of smaller names in Greek Life including a number of smaller names in Greek Life upset over Kappa Alpha Upsilon. Members of other fraternities were also shocked, including a number of smaller names in Greek Life upset over Kappa Alpha evolution.

\[ \text{Comments on this story? Visit dailygamecock.com/news} \]
April 2 - Weigh the Waste in Grand Market Place 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
April 3 - Samples of local foods at the Farmers Market, Greene Street
April 4 - Plan-It Healthy goes Vegan!, Grand Market Place
April 9 - Evexia Goes Green!, Preston’s at Noon 12 noon - 1 p.m.
April 10 - Samples of local foods at the Farmers Market, Greene Street
April 17 - 2nd Annual Earth Month Cereal Bowl, Honeycomb Café 4 p.m.
April 19 - Change to China, Grand Market Place 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
April 20 - Earth Day Lunch with all sustainable foods, Honeycomb Café
April 23 - Student Appreciation Luau, Russell House Patio 11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.
already beaten this guy! I know they’re not treasurers, but how do you screw up a one-vote count?!”

When informed of the news, Tracy turned a shade of garnet reminiscent of a Harris Pastides game day blazer.

“It’s ridiculous. I don’t even know what to say,” Tracy said, before rushing off to an intramural floor hockey playoff game.

Mizzell, in rare form, lost all composure; yanking off his bow tie, he embarked on a rampage through the SG office screaming at various students and faculty and storming past a custodian without greeting him.

“I ran unopposed!” he spat at a quivering Mason Smith. “How do you lose an election when you run unopposed, and you have perfect — literally perfect — hair?!”

Bragg, when contacted Sunday afternoon, hadn’t heard the results and deferred questions to the evening.

“Uhh, I’m in the middle of a FIFA game right now dude, call me later,” Bragg said.

When asked what team he was playing with, Bragg responded via text message: “Barcelona — dkh.”

The elections commission is once again under review by the constitutional council to determine how it was possible to allow one student to fill all three roles.

“I’m confident we’ll get this overturned,” said Rohail Kazi, Tracy’s former campaign manager. C.J. Lake, Tracy’s other top consultant, was unavailable for comment as she was participating in a karaoke contest at a Carolina After Dark event. She did express her position, yelling out, “Kenny 4 Carolina!” excitedly at the end of an inspiring rendition of Bon Jovi’s “Livin’ on a Prayer.”

Whether Bragg will take up the mantle as all three executive student body representatives remains to be seen. One thing’s for certain however. He won’t serve in the senate — where he also commanded the one-vote majority.

“I’m not gonna say the senate doesn’t do anything...” Bragg wrote in a Facebook chat to a reporter Sunday night, echoing a statement made by former competitor John Cuenin, “but the senate doesn’t really do anything.”

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/news

Save money and earn your degree faster by taking summer courses at Midlands Technical College. Ask your advisor about transferring MTC credits to your four-year institution.

(803) 738-8324 • midlandstech.edu

Summer Registration is going on now
Choose from three summer terms plus weekend courses. Visit midlandstech.edu today to get started.

Make the most of your summer with transferable credit and lower tuition.

DON’T JUST SIT THERE!

SO THIS IS THE DEAL

We’re trying to learn a little more about our readers, but we can’t do that without you. So, that means you could sit in class refreshing your Facebook page, or you could take five minutes and complete a survey. To sweeten the deal, we’re giving away some kick-ass prizes for a few lucky winners. We’re here for you, baby.

WEEKLY GIVEAWAYS

That’s right—every single week. No matter how you look at this, there’s a pretty good chance you’ll win something. We’re giving away tickets to shows at the Colonial Life Arena throughout the semester for Professional Bull Riding, Michael Jackson: The Immortal World Tour by Cirque du Soleil, and WWE Smackdown. Oh, and one more thing: The grand prize is a Kindle Fire.

We’re also giving away tons of Student Media swag—including T-shirts, hoodies, pint glasses and frisbees, as well as gift cards to the guys to the right.

To be entered for all this stuff, go to DailyGamecock.com, click on “Readership Survey,” and fill it out. That’s all you have to do. Really.

USC Students get 15% discount through 4/30 with Carolina Card!
 students who approved
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"Hold on, I'll Google it..."

Anyone with a brain can see that this is
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Family-friendly studio brings Mario Bros., bras to big screen

Huner Simpson

Web Disney Pictures has officially hit back between.
After their more recent box office bombs "Mrs. Bilding' Man" (2011) and "John Carter" (2012), the studio has become desperate to recover from their financial losses caused by the production of these films. Disney recently decided to take some of the ideas that originally were tossed into the scrum bucket and actually give them a chance. Most of the films currently in production already look very promising and it seems Disney has really put some careful consideration into each of these projects. Here are some of the films that audiences can look forward to.

"Super Mario Bros."

That's right. That moustached, slightly obese plumber we all love will soon have his own high-pumping, foot-swinging, green dinosaur riding, turtle-shell sucking and princess rescuing adventures on the big screen. Disney recently bought the rights from Nintendo to begin production of an action-adventure movie similar to the Blockbuster. Cutting for the movie already looks great. With Dennis Daceto playing Mario, Pamela Anderson at Princess Peach, James Franco as Luigi and Lawrence Fishtburne playing Bowser. Michael Bay surprised everyone when he said that this movie will not be filled with giant robots, explosions and defacing sound effects. Instead, Bay drew inspiration from "Twilight" and decided to make its romantic drama with a love triangle between Mario, Luigi and Peach.

"Bob the Builder"

"Can I see it? No, I can't." That's Bob the Builder's new catchphrase in Disney movies. This is the first time we see the show's star take on the difficult children's show. Bob is in his best, 70's and spends his days drawing socks at his hat, "The Hammer and Nail." He drinks to drown the memories of his failed attempts to build a true house for his son. Having lost the motivation to build anything. Bob has given up his life of construction work until his friends and family try to inspire him to finish that true house and reclaim his dignity. Clint Eastwood is already in talks with Walt Disney Pictures to direct both the movie and star as Bob.

Sacha Baron Cohen movie

From "Borat" to "Bronto," Sacha Baron Cohen has played some pretty unstable characters in his acting career. But his latest role will be his most unbreakable yet; a fairy-tale prince who accidentally finds himself in the real world. After the success of "Brachman" (2007), Disney thought up the brilliant idea to make a movie with a similar concept, but make it a modern-day fairy-tale. Cohen plays Prince Don who finds himself in real life New York City. A real fish out of water, Prince Don

*Simpson's CINEMA*

New Disney

A Victoria's Secret Pixar story

John Lasseter said the idea for this movie came to him when he saw Rosie Huntington-Whiteley's performance from "Transformers: Dark of the Moon." So, he asked Whitty if she would be interested in providing the lead voice for Pixar's latest project, "Lingett." This story follows the adventure of Hatil, the sweetest, most beautiful woman in all of fairy tale land who holds a top-notch fashion show. Her real dream is to sing on stage, but her mother and father disagree. Lasseter says that the movie will be "Battleship" meets "The Little Mermaid" and critics are already saying that Hatil is the next Disney character to join the list of great Disney princesses.

"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs in 3D"

Disney has already found success in re-releasing some of his classic animated films, "The Lion King" and "Beauty and the Beast," in 3-D. Now, the studio is re-releasing one of its oldest and most beloved animated films of all time, "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs." Since the 3-D release remains too much better than the original, audiences can seriously expect that the re-release to be a visual treat for children and adults who grew up with the original.

Comments on this story? Send dailygamedoc.com/mix.
musician: Gaga will be wearing pants on stage. And not just any pants. The Haus of Gaga took a break from their sewing machines and instead decided to dress the “Alejandro” singer in a pair of Levi’s. You read that correctly. The woman whose last tour featured 12 costume changes over the course of each night’s set will be sporting middle-class American style staples when she takes the stage this spring and summer.

And we’re not talking bedazzled, jewel-encrusted, sparkling denims a la Gaga’s “Marry the Night” dance studio ensemble. The singer is wearing basic blues and she’s pairing them with low-key Converse sneakers, plain white Fruit of the Loom T-shirts, a natural hairdo (that’s right — no wigs) and a minimalist makeup design.

Other normal-people looks include a red Adidas track suit a la “Glee” character Sue Sylvester, a Hillary Clinton-inspired pantsuit, a Red Sox baseball uniform (also shocking because Gaga is a born and bred New Yorker), basketball shorts paired with a tattered tank top and a matching blue striped linen top-and-bottom set inspired by the seminal children’s television classic “Bananas in Pajamas.”

These proposed costumes are a far cry from Gaga’s typical over-the-top outfits, and many people are outraged by the singer’s new direction in fashion.

After the sketches leaked fans took to social media sites to sound off and criticize the singer for being “a lazy dresser,” “taking a turn for the worst,” “reading in her closet for a Goodwill donation bin” and “dressing like a boring person.”

Lady Gaga used her Twitter page as a way to tell fans and critics that she chose her Born This Way Ball wardrobe carefully and that the ensembles are a social commentary.

“I wanted to appeal to a wider audience and thought that dressing like them would be a way to connect with more fans,” Gaga said. “I know I preach about being different, loving yourself and accepting your unique qualities, but I’m sick of being a fashion freak. I just want people to stop making fun of my wacky costumes and respect me for the original, groundbreaking music that I make.”

No news yet as to whether Gaga’s team has scrapped the designs and started over, but this wardrobe is certainly not the last surprise Gaga has up her plain white T-shirt sleeve.
EARN $20/HR AND MEET ADVENTURE & WATER SPORTS! GREAT COUNSELORS TO TEACH ALL LAND, SEA & SKY! Maine camp needs fun-loving, energetic counselors to work with our campers this summer. Come experience Maine’s beautiful landscapes, exciting activities and fun-filled days! 

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN!

JOIN OUR TEAM TODAY!

WE ARE HIRING NOW!!!

Call now for more info:

(888)4844-8080

www.campcounselor.com

Aries
Check your wallet. Expect it to stay that way, especially if you graduate. Your parents were right. There’s no future for creative writing majors.

Leo
Hit on a sunny single while the Sun is in Taurus. Lines like “You must be speeding ‘cause you got fine written all over you” will prove successful.

Libra
Exercise caution while crossing the road. Large numbers of bees have been flying across the intersection in a dangerously fast pace and may interfere with your sprint to Gambrell.

Scorpio
Avoid refrigerators today. While you may be craving a tall glass of milk or a double-decker ham and cheese sandwich, your body will reject all food today.

Sagittarius
Check from Carolina Gop. So are we, but try not to embarrass yourself when you get called for an interview for that big internship you’re aiming to land.

Capricorn
When it’s getting late, put on some of your favorite tunes to cheer you up. A snappy, upbeat song like Sarah McLachlan’s “Arms of the Angel” is sure to do the trick.

Aquarius
Call your mom. She’s lonely and is really missing you. The “Angel” is sure to do the trick.

Pisces
When you wake up tomorrow, realize that you weren’t dreaming. Your Delta Delta Delta girlfriend did dump you and she’s dating someone else from your class club.

Cancer
Even though your life is a gaping black hole of sadness and you’ll never amount to anything, just remember one thing: At least you’re not a Libra.

Taurus
Need a way to catch a crush? Running through the Horseeshoe in a moon tunnel while shouting out his or her name is a good way to spark interest.

Gemini
Your grades have been passenger lately and you’re getting a C in ENGL 102 seems impossible now. Bake some cookies for your professor to care.

Cancer
Your sprint to Gambrell. “You must be speeding ‘cause you got fine written all over you” will prove successful.

Aries
Check your wallet. Expect it to stay that way, especially if you graduate. Your parents were right. There’s no future for creative writing majors.

Leo
Hit on a sunny single while the Sun is in Taurus. Lines like “You must be speeding ‘cause you got fine written all over you” will prove successful.

Libra
Exercise caution while crossing the road. Large numbers of bees have been flying across the intersection in a dangerously fast pace and may interfere with your sprint to Gambrell.

Scorpio
Avoid refrigerators today. While you may be craving a tall glass of milk or a double-decker ham and cheese sandwich, your body will reject all food today.

Sagittarius
Check from Carolina Gop. So are we, but try not to embarrass yourself when you get called for an interview for that big internship you’re aiming to land.

Capricorn
When it’s getting late, put on some of your favorite tunes to cheer you up. A snappy, upbeat song like Sarah McLachlan’s “Arms of the Angel” is sure to do the trick.

Aquarius
Call your mom. She’s lonely and is really missing you. The “Angel” is sure to do the trick.

Pisces
When you wake up tomorrow, realize that you weren’t dreaming. Your Delta Delta Delta girlfriend did dump you and she’s dating someone else from your class club.

Cancer
Even though your life is a gaping black hole of sadness and you’ll never amount to anything, just remember one thing: At least you’re not a Libra.
A Sporty Poem about Sports!

Oh sports, dear sports, at this university you’re a must,
You’re like fine buttermilk sandwiches without the crust.
From football to basketball to field hockey, too,
The joy you bring students is like a day at the zoo.

Football season, in all its glory, is nothing short of a treat,
With black sundresses, lipsticks and merch on the parking lot concrete.
The players run, tackle and catch to the sounds of “Sandstorm,”
Sunglass tans and luxurious shuttle bus rides are totally the norm.

Basketball, oh basketball, your attendance records are sky high,
The struggle to get tickets has left many students to cry.
But let’s be real, my basketball knowledge stops at “Like Mike,”
I much prefer Razor scooters, roller blades or riding a bike!

And then there’s our back-to-back champions on the baseball team,
The Omaha wins have been nothing short of a dream.
But really, I’m much more interested in the uniform fans, gasps,
The garnet and white matchy-matchy is against all fashion laws.

But let us not forget the lesser-known athletics like fencing, body building and badminton,
Again, don’t know much, but they surely deserve a mention!
One thing I do know, that deserves a little clip,
Lindsay Lohan was the camp fencing champion in “The Parent Trap.”

Let me end this fine poem with a disclaimer, you see,
Sports aren’t really an interest for me.
I watch on occasion and tweet in support of our lovely Gamecocks,
But I’d much rather be knitting or hanging with my pet rocks.

But sports, still, you’re a fine institution at our university,
You fill all Gamecocks with a prideful sense of glee.
And from season to season it always remains,
You’re just as magical as rainbow unicorn manes.

— Compiled by Chloe Gould, Staff Poet

Summer School Financial Aid Applications Available on VIP
***April 1 - May 1***

If you plan to attend Summer School and wish to utilize financial aid, you MUST complete a Summer School Financial Aid Application on VIP.

Log onto VIP, choose “Financial”, then choose “Show me my Summer Financial Aid Application for 2011-2012”

For more information: www.sc.edu/financialaid
803-777-8124
uscfa@usc.edu

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA

FORGET THE CLASSIFIEDS.
YOUR FUTURE STARTS HERE.

Careers For Everything You Are

Life’s journey is about achieving your goals and helping others achieve them. That’s what we believe. And that’s why we’re coming to your campus. Visit us at our Wireless Wednesday booth for a chance to fulfill one of your dreams, and to help The Buried Life fulfill one of theirs. You’ll also put your self in the running for a $500 Verizon gift card and We’ll be at your school the first Wednesday of select months through April 2012. And we can’t wait to tell you how Verizon Wireless has a career for everything you are.

To learn more, visit vzwcampus.com/usc

VERIZON WIRELESS CAREERS PRESENTS
WIRELESS WEDNESDAY
RUSSELL HOUSE STUDENT UNION 2ND FLOOR OUTSIDE OF FOOD COURT APRIL 4TH 10am-2pm

Follow us for Spectacles!
Wear your Daily Gamecock Stephen Garcia mask to football games, tailgates and favorite Five Points establishments.